
Micro Pencil Tag 
Our smallest acoustomagnetic Pencil hard tag 

for regular passage widths.  Magnetic superLock 

locking mechanism for improved security.  The 

tag is one of the smallest in the market but 

due to its optimized ferrite technology it offers 

same exit width like the much larger resonator 

tags at about half the size of its competitors.  

Acoustomagnetic component: 

Precisely tuned to 58 kHz ferrite  

Compatible with all SuperLock detachers. 

Length: 41.9 mm 

Weight: 8 g  

Standard colors: white, black or gray 

Art. Codes: 

TAG-MPEN 58-GS = grey 

TAG-MPEN 58-BS =  black 

TAG-MPEN 58-WS = white 

This tag is also available in RF 8.2 MHz 

TAG-MPEN 8.2-GS = grey 

TAG-MPEN 8.2-BS =  black 

TAG-MPEN 8.2-WS = white 

Can be used with “garment friendly” polished 

smooth pins or for maximum protection and 

even higher security with grooved pins.   

Pins in boxes a'1000 pcs. 

PIN F   

PIN-F-G  

PIN D  

PIN-D-G 

= Pin Flat Smooth 

= Pin Flat Grooved  

= Dome Grooved Pin  

= Pin Dome Grooved (grooved) 

P01 / 19S = Pin Flat 19mm for thicker materials 

i.e. shoes, Leather etc
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Shell Tag & Shell Ink Tag 

= black 
= grey 

Acoustomagnetic hard tag for large exits 
widths in special, tamper resistant shell tag 
tech-nology with SuperLock security lock.  
Very safe against manipulation by shoplifters.  
At the same time it treats the garment with 
greatest care because the larger pin surface 
I distributes the weight to a larger space. That 
avoid an extension or wear our of the 
stitched hole through the fabric.  Also the 
needle is inaccessible for shoplifters because 
of the larger diameter of the tag pin.  

Shell tag comes complete with tag and 
smooth, polished pin.  

Shell ink 
are versions of the Shell tag with three 
additional ink cartridges' hidden inside the tag.   
Only at a serious attempt to tamper the tag 
these cartridges break and release the ink to 
damage the merchandise and color the 
shoplifter.  

Professionals know that these tags are secure 
and make it impossible to use or sell the 
stolen mer-chandise. Therefore they avoid 
them and once they became colored, they 
will not “revisit” the store. 
Acoustomagnetic component: Precisely tuned to 
58 kHz ferrite  

dimension: 54x54x22 mm 

Standard colors: black or gray Ink colors: 
Red, Yellow, Blue  
Art. Codes: 

TAG SHELL 58 BS   
TAG SHELL 58 GS   
TAG SHELL INK 58 BS  
TAG SHELL INK 58 GS 

= black  + ink 
= grey + ink 

This tag is also available in radio frequency (8.2 MHz )  

TAG SHELL 8.2 BS   
TAG SHELL 8.2 GS  
TAG SHELL 66 BS   
TAG SHELL INK 8.2 BS 

= black RF 
= grey RF 
= black RF 66KHz 
= black + ink RF 

TAG SHELL INK 8.2 GS = grey + ink RF 
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